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Abstract - The project is aimed at developing convenient tool for visualising data collected from solar powered electric car. 
Amount of data coming from various sensors and other electronic devices mounted in the vehicle can easily become hard  to 
process not only by computers, but also by people who need to extract most important information and properly react to 
them. Making data inspection easier  may be crucial in various situations where time for reaction is limited, for example 
during a race. The paper describes two aspects of a solution to the above-mentioned problem - creating architecture for 
retrieving data from the solar car and presenting it on the website as well as on augmented reality application run on 
Microsoft Hololens holographic computer.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Augmented Reality 

The term mixed reality spectrum was first introduced 

in in a 1994 paper "A Taxonomy of Mixed Reality 

Visual Displays." published by Paul Milgram and 

Fumio Kishino.  

In their article MR was defined as environment in 

which real and digital objects are displayed together 

in the same time. Moreover, authors defined spectrum 
of virtually continuum as it shown on Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1  Simplified representation of a virtuality continuum 

 

Augmented reality is a subcategory, that uses existing 

natural surroundings and overlay digital objects in 

front of it. Enhancing real objects using virtual 

information creates new opportunities in human 

computer interaction and data visualisation. It can be 

used not only in games like Pokemon Go, but also in 

education, business and medicine.  

 
The challenges and solutions during  implementing 

visualization using augmented reality technology will 

be discussed in this paper. 

 

1.2 Lodz Solar Team 

Electric cars are very popular and heavily researched 

subject nowadays. However electricity for currently 

available and massively produced electric car comes 

in most cases from fossil fuels. Which makes electric 

cars not as environmentally friendly as they are 

advertised.  

At Lodz University of Technology a group of 

students tried to solve this dependence by building 

car which uses only clean energy. That resulted in 

creation of Eagle One - first Polish solar powered 

electric car, that uses solar cells mounted on its roof 

to produce energy. Its battery, charged that way, 

allowed the team to drive over 3000 kilometer across 

Australia during World Solar Challenge 2015 and 

2817 kilometer during Sasol Solar Challenge 2016 in 

Republic of South Africa. 
 

Based on that experience team decided to design their 

next vehicle.  Every aspect of the car was redesigned 

and improved - from mechanical parts as car's body 

or suspension, through electrical elements and wiring. 

Apart of making the designed car lighter, more 

aerodynamic and efficient the team decided to 

implement completely new telemetry system for easy 

data acquisition.  

 

Design, architecture and implementation of that 

system will be covered in this paper.  
 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

2.1 System overview 

 
Fig. 2 System overview 

 

The telemetry system of Eagle Two consist of four 

layers as shown on Fig. 2. Microcontrollers and board 
computer are placed in car.  

 

They are responsible for controlling Eagle Two and 

live data acquisition. The rest of modules stores and 
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visualizes  information. The following chapter will 

describe Strategy Application, AR Application and 
communication between them. 

2.2. Strategy application  

 

 
Fig. 3 Telemetry system architecture 

 

The main component of the telemetry system in Eagle 

Two is the Strategy Application. It is responsible for 

data acquisition  and visualization of gathered 

information. The architecture of the app was designed 

in a way allowing it to be used directly on the 

strategist PC as well as being deployed on the cloud.  
It consists of three modules Backend, Frontend and 

Database, as it is illustrated in Figure 3. Backend, is 

responsible for 3 things: 

● communication with Board Computer on the car 

● communication with Database in order to save or 

retrieve data 

● providing collected information to Frontend 

module and AR application  

 

It is developed using ASP.NET Core 2.0 framework. 

First of all it allows to setup that part of application 
on any operating system, i.e. Windows, MacOS or 

Linux. Due to the fact that it is being actively 

developed by Microsoft it also constantly becomes 

easier to use and more robust in terms of stability and 

performance. What is more, it enables extremely 

easy, one-click deployment to Microsoft Azure cloud 

service directly from Visual Studio 2017, which 

greatly simplifies process of introducing changes on 

remote servers, even without Continuous Delivery 

pipeline set up yet.  

 

To provide high scalability of system we choose 
MongoDB. It is an open-source document database. 

Document  is a data structure composed of field and 

value pairs. They are similar to JSON objects. The 

values of fields may include other documents, arrays, 

and arrays of documents.  Firstly, it provides high 

performance data persistence. In detail, it lets store 

embedded data models reduces I/O activity on 

database system. Secondly, it supports a rich query 

language. Not only simple queries so called CRUD 

operations, but also data aggregation, text searching 

and geospatial queries. These functions were crucial  
The last module, Frontend, is responsible for 

presenting all information gathered by the whole 

system to the end user of Strategy application in a 

form of clean website. It is implemented using 

modern TypeScript framework, Angular, and 

HTML5. Thanks to it we are able to provide 
convenient view for collected data. Due to the proper 

application architecture supported by the framework 

itself, adding subsequent views or features for the 

user is way simpler than doing this using pure 

JavaScript. It also greatly simplifies modular 

approach and code reuse, so maintenance of that 

application part is kept as convenient as possible. 

 

2.3. Communication  

Choosing proper data transmission protocol   between 

board computer and Strategy Application  was very 

important aspect of the project. As developing 
completely new protocol was not the main point of 

interest, two most popular existing protocols were 

considered: 

● Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

● User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

 

TCP is characterized mainly by its reliability. Due to 

the fact that sending and receiving every bit of 

information needs to be properly confirmed by both 

communicating parts (i.e. both client and server) and 

delivered in specified order, all the data can be safely 
considered as correct. In case of losing some packets 

of information, it automatically request 

retransmission of the lost data. 

Main feature of UDP is its speed. It does not perform 

as many checks as TCP does, which leads to better 

performance when transmitting huge amounts of data 

(ex. voice or video). However, that comes at cost of 

reliability - losing data is not as easy to spot as in 

TCP case. 

Because, for the time being, Strategy Application is 

not targeted at providing video or voice data from the 

car, TCP was chosen. Reliability of the connection is 
more important, collecting invalid data or missing 

information in telemetry application would make it 

pointless. 

 

2.4. AR application 

Enjoying augmented reality technology requires from 

user use appropriate devices. They can be split in two 

categories: mobile and headsets. Both of them have 

different functionalities and limits. We choose AR 

headsets, precisely speaking Microsoft Hololens. It is 

the hands-free holographic computer released by 
Microsoft, it operates on Windows 10. Headset  is 

equipped with four environment understanding 

cameras and one depth camera. Thanks to them, 

Hololens support spatial mapping and spatial 

understanding. Described telemetry app was created 

in Unity3d with help of Mixed Reality Toolkit. It 

connects to Strategy application using HTTP and uses 

the same RESTful API as Frontend. It visualize most 

important information of Eagle Two for instance 

speed, battery state of charge, power consumption. 

What is more it let user spot dangerous situation in 

split of second.  It uses not only gestures for 
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controlling, but also voice commands. Thanks to this 

user can easily interact with app and switch displayed 
information. It also uses spatial mapping for placing a 

car model in most suitable position. 

III. DATA VISUALISATION 

 

3.1. 2D web application 

Proper visualisation is essential for fast data analysis. 

Graphs can dramatically increase the readability of 

collected data. Additionally they provide easy way 

for car status assessment and long time strategy 

planning during the race. There is vast amount of 
literature on data visualization. In a cutting edge  

book “The Visual Display of Quantitative 

Information” of 1983, Edward Tufte defines 

principles for effective graphical display in the 

following manner: "Excellence in statistical graphics 

consists of complex ideas communicated with clarity, 

precision and efficiency.” 

 

 
Fig. 5 First implementation of telemetry portal 

 
In the first implementation of Frontend module not everything was designed properly - most of the data was 

presented in tables similar to one shown in Fig. 5 or even in pure text format retrieved from database. That 

caused sometimes difficulty in tracking the most important information, even with the help of proper 

highlighting of tables’ cells, and made it impossible to present some data in human-readable way. However this 

method proved to be the best way for car debugging or checking all raw data obtained from the car. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Enhanced version of of telemetry portal  

 

Due to that reason it was redesigned to use more human-friendly approach  as it shown in Fig. 6. It contains 

plots, gauges, controls, more readable fonts and even 2D map which allowed to track car’s position in the real 
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time. Thanks to the new design it was much simpler to quickly find required information, which is crucial 

during races as there is no time to look through the database.  

3.2. Augmented Reality 

Lodz Solar Team members decided to take one step 

further and experiment with data visualization with 

use of augmented reality. It’s user interface consist of 

few 2D panels and 3D car model as it shown in Fig 7. 

The app consist of three panels: status bar, menu, 

detail info panel. All 2D panels are placed around 

model and are billboarded - they always face user. 

Status bar is always visible and is placed on the top. It 

shows crucial info like battery state of charge, car 

speed and and current errors. Menu placed on the left 

hand side of model and let user change between three 
detail info panels: motors, battery, solar panels. The 

last button is for relocating model.  User can change 

views using tap gestures or via voice commands:  

“battery”, “engine”. “panels” and “move”. Finally, 

car model presents visualization of current car status. 

All car submodules have applied shader that makes 

them always visible and associates certain variable to 

color spectrum. For example color of displayed 

motors corresponds to their current energy 

consumption. Additionally for each category there 

some specific text data are displayed in panel located 
to the right of car model. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Data visualisation using augmented reality 

 

IV. TESTS 

 

4.1. Solution assessment  

It is impossible to test convenience of an application 

usage in any strict mathematical way. Especially 
when it comes to graphical user interface (GUI). 

Therefore developers from Lodz Solar Team who 

were working on the app decided to conduct surveys 

among 40 people, including team members and 

people outside of the project. They conducted in 

depth User Experience Design Tests and gathered 

enough data to make some general conclusions about 

AR utilization.  During the experiment the users were 

asked for example how easy it is to use certain 

medium or about readability of displayed 

informations. Users were asked to point which 

technology was best in certain condition: 2D web 
application with tables, 2D web application with 

gauges and charts, augmented reality application. 

Two most important questions for this paper are listed 

below: 

 Which app presents data in the most interesting 

way?  

 

 
Fig. 8 Answers given for first question 

 

From a group of 40 exactly 22 persons said that the 

AR app presented  data in most interesting way. 13 

persons pointed at second version of telemetry portal 

and remaining 5 on the first implementation. Those 

results show that there is huge potential in displaying 
data in augmented reality, even accounting for the 

fact that those surveyed people used Hololens for the 

first time. 

 

 Which  app was the easiest to use? 

 

 
Fig. 9 Answers given for second question 

 

In case of data readability 27 people said that second 

version of telemetry portal was the best. For AR and 
basic web app voted respectively 7 and 6 persons. 

Those results show that well implemented web 

solution can provide easier access to gathered data. 

The main issue with AR in regards to data readability 

is the amount of data that can be displayed in a way 

that does not limit users vision of the real world. 

 

4.2. Ilumen ESC 2018 

Every second year Circuit Zolder in Belgium, a 

former Formula 1 track, becomes a place where 

teams from all over the world compete in endurance 
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race for solar cars as a part of iLumen European Solar 

Challenge. 
Year 2018 was the one in which Lodz Solar Team 

made their debut in the event. Due to the race 

requirements some modifications in Eagle's 2 

information system were needed. Main difference, 

compared to World Solar Challenge, concerned 

escort car - it was not there anymore and because of 

that fact strategy application had to work completely 

on the cloud service which had to be accessible from 

anywhere. After implementing and slightly 

redesigning system, strategy team was able to 

constantly observe all the information coming from 

the car on a website and react to the changes 
happening on the track. Apart from the rac, there 

were additional side competitions which contributed 

to the overall score. One of them was about 

presenting innovations introduced in the solar car. 

Lodz Solar Team representatives told about both 

above mentioned parts of IT system - Strategy 

Application and its Augmented Reality part - which 

was met with great enthusiasm and resulted in taking 

the second place in the side contest.  

The system itself, deployed on the cloud, also 

performed perfectly during the whole race. It was 
running without any issues for 24 hours of the race 

and contributed to the victory in the whole iESC in 

Cruiser Class. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Proper design, architecture and used technologies 

allowed for deployment of the real-time data 

visualization application. Thanks to it, members of 

Lodz Solar Team were able to analyze and quickly 

respond to changing conditions of their vehicle. That 

strategy led in the long term winning one of the most 
important races. Creating a system to collect data 

from many sources inside the car is only the begging, 

as every data needs to be properly visualised and 

presented.  Work on providing better and easier to use 

solution is still in progress. It all started with simple 
tables, went through graphs and currently is on web 

and augmented reality application phase. Although 

showing information on Hololens screen is more 

attractive and interesting, yet it is sometimes easier to 

use 2D application, such as webpage. It may be 

caused by the fact that people are still more used to 

them and augmented reality needs improvement in 

terms of interaction. 
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